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STARTING MEANINGFUL CONVERSATIONS WITH YOUR TEENAGER

Developmental Assets

Search Institute® has identified the following building blocks of healthy development—known as Developmental
Assets®. These help young people grow up healthy, caring, and responsible. When youth have more assets they are
more likely to thrive now and in the future.

POSITIVE PEER INFLUENCE
YOUR TEEN'S FRIENDS MODEL
RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR

EQUALITY AND SOCIAL
JUSTICE
YOUR TEEN PLACES HIGH VALUE
ON PROMOTING EQUALITY AND
REDUCING HUNGER AND POVERTY

Things to avoid saying

To Your teen
"you're okay"
When someone is upset or crying, this can be an automatic response.
telling someone that they are okay when they do not feel okay can make
things confusing for them. It tells them that you are not okay with what
they are feeling, and makes them less likely to come back to you for help
when they are struggling with their feelings.

REFLECTING ON 2021
take some time before the end of the year to reflect on all that has
been accomplished and the memories that were made.
a couple of ways you and your loved ones can do this are:

Have everyone write a letter to themselves- write 5
reasons you are proud of yourself this year.
Make a memory wall- grab some post-it notes and have
everyone write their favorite memories of the year and
stick them to the wall. take turns reading them out loud!

KIP DATA

Kentucky Incentives for Prevention (KIP) Survey is a bi-annual survey taken by most 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th graders in
Kentucky public schools (Not all school districts participate). These results are from the 2018 Survey.

88.6%

Of KY 10th Graders have not used
marijuana in the past 30 days.

The Importance of

POSITIVE NORMING
It's important to know how many teens are using substances, but it is just as
important to pay attention to how many are NOT using substances.
teens often feel pressured to use substances because they think it is much more
common than it actually is. Showing teens that most of their peers are not using
substances can help them make better decisions around substance use.

CHICKEN POT PIE CASSEROLE
INGREDIENTS

1 lb Chicken Breast (diced and cooked)
12 oz Frozen Peas and Carrots, thawed
2 cup rozen Diced Potatoes, thawed
1 Onion (diced and cooked)
2 can Cream of Chicken Soup

1 cup of water
2 cans refrigerated crescent rolls
1/2 tsp poultry seasoning
Salt and Pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350. Grease a 11×13″ baking dish.
2. Unroll 1 can of crescent rolls and pinch perforations to seal into a sheet. Press into bottom and up
sides of prepared dish.
3. Bake for 20 minutes or until crust is light brown. Allow to cool.
4. In a large skillet, combine chicken cubes, diced onion, water, potatoes and peas and carrots.
When ingredients are warm, add soup and poultry seasoning.
5. Pour chicken mixture over baked crust and spread evenly.
6. Unroll other can of crescent rolls and pinch perforations to seal into a sheet. Place over top of
chicken mixture and press into sides of dish.
7. Bake for 25 minutes or until top is golden brown.

C onversation Starters
What is your favorite food that you only get
around the holidays?
What is something generous you have done
for someone or someone has done for you?
How did that make you feel?
What is your favorite Holiday memory?
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